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FULL HD QUALITY
Enjoy videos in Full HD quality! High resolution recordings
give you more details and make it easier to find information,
such as license plate numbers of other vehicles.

1080P



SEE MORE
With the Xblitz Z4 dashcam, you can record 
and see more than ever! Wide angle of view 

of the camera will capture every detail.  



6x IR LEDs
Xblitz Z4 will still record perfect videos at night.
Light sensor, bright lens and built-in IR LEDs all
guarantee high quality of recordings made after
dark.



PARKING MODE
Parking mode is a feature that keeps your car safe. 
The device detects any sudden movements
(caused, for example, by a parking crash) and
starts recording the incident. You don’t have to be inside
the car for the DVR to protect it.
 



G-SENSOR
The G-sensor function protects key data from the moment 
of collision or sudden braking. The camera will automatically 
protect the most recent video files from being overwritten 
when recording is resumed.



LOOP RECORDING
XBLITZ Z4 uses MicroSD cards for file storage. Thanks 

to the loop-recording function, you don’t have to worry
about running out of memory and having to delete 

the archived files yourself. The dashcam records 
continously, overwriting the oldest files with new ones.



[TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION]
Model: blitz  X Z4

CPU:                                                          

Sensor:                                                  

Display: 

Angle of view:                                               

Connectors:

Lens:

G-SENSOR:                                                    

Video resolution: 

Video format:

Memory card:

Loop recording:

Audio:

Power supply:

Battery:

Package contents:

Ax3282

2 inch

110°

mini USB

4G

Yes

Max Full HD  

.avi MJPG

Micro SD cards, up to 32GB

Yes

Built-in microphone and speaker

5V 0.5A

Built-in

Xblitz Z4 dashcam, power supply, memory 
card reader, suction cup mount, USB cable,
user’s manual
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